FIGURES
. The systems research aircraft.
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Vehicle Description
The SRA is a high-performance, dual-cockpit aircraft operated by NASA. The SRA is a full-scale development, preproduction vehicle that incorporates many production equivalent modifications. Table 1 gives the approximate dimensions, weights, and inertias of the aircraft. The inertias reflect a dual-place, production F-18 aircraft with no stores or external fuel tanks.
The aircraft has a variable camber wing with hinged leading and trailing edge flaps. The leading edge and trailing edge flaps and ailerons actuate hydraulically. Leading edge extensions run from the wing roots to just forward of the cockpit. Twin vertical stabilizers are at a 20" angle from vertical. The twin rudders and differential stabilators are also hydraulically actuated.
The speed brake is mounted on the top side of the aft fuselage between the vertical stabilizers. The cockpit is pressurized and enclosed by an electrically operatedclamshellcanopy.On the aircraft,equipmentbayshouseexperimentsin the left and right fuselage,radarbay, rearcockpit, andnose-conearea. The ability to apply experiments to surfaces considered to be noncritical in most areas of the envelope, such as the ailerons, offers risk-reduction advantages. Table 2 lists the F-18 SRA aerodynamic control surface position and actuator rate limits. 
Cockpit
The SRA is a dual-place aircraft. 
Data Acquisition System
The SRA is equipped with a data acquisition system that can measure, record, and telemeter more than 8000 parameters. 
CURRENT
FLIGHT TEST PROGRAMS EC90 226-11
The next section of this paper provides an overview of the specific experiments that will be flighttested on the SRA during the next one to two years. The major programs using the SRA are the EPAD All EPAD test actuators except the SA system are designed for fail-safe operation.
The SA system is fail operate, fail-safe. The pilot also may disengage the EPAD system in the cockpit at any time. Disengagement places the actuator in a trail-damped mode. The interface boxes will transmit data to the SRA data acquisition system using a 1553 data bus.
SMART

Actuator Program
The SA program will flight-test the actuator-mounted electronics concept.
The performance goal of the SA is to match the performance of the conventional F-18 aileron actuator. Figure  11 shows a picture of the SA installed in the NASA Dryden F-18 Iron Bird Facility for ground testing.
The Naval
Air Warfare Center contracted to HR Textron for design, fabrication, and qualification of the SA. Figure 11 . An SA installed on the F-18 Iron Bird Facility.
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The SA was built to fit into the conventional F-18 left-aileron actuator cavity. The EHA wiii-be:built to fit into an F-18 aileron actuator cavity with a modified hinge-half assembly.
The test actuator power control and monitoring electronics (PCME) unit will be located in a separatewing cavity. The PCME will acceptanalogposition commandsfrom the EPAD interface boxesdiscussedearlier. The PCME will then generatean averagedmotor velocity commandto drive an integrated,internalmotor and hydraulicpumpassembly, resultingin actuatorram movement.Ram position,motor velocity, andcurrentfeedbacksto the PCME unit will provide information for closedloop control and systemhealth monitoring. Any errors or malfunctionsdetectedwill result in the actuatorbeingcommandedto a trail-dampedposition.
The EMA alsowill be bt,ih to fit into an F-18 aileron actuatorcavity with a modified hinge-half assembly.The EMA and EHA actuatorswill use the samePCME unit. The PCME unit will accept analogposition commandsfrom the EPAD interfaceboxesdiscussedearlier. The PCME will then generatemotor velocity commandsto drive an integratedmotor connectedto a geartrain. The gear train will move a ball-screwram. Rotary geartrain position, motor velocity, andcurrent feedbacksto the PCME unit will provide informationfor closed-loopcontrol and systemhealth monitoring. Any errorsor malfunctionsdetectedwill resultin the actuatorbeingcommandedto a trail-dampedposition.
Flight test of the EHA and EMA actuatorswill providereliability and performancedata for electric actuationsystems.The maturity of electric motors and high-powerswitching electronicswill be demonstratedfor use in a high-performanceaircraft. In particular, regenerativeand thermal energy dissipationtechniquescan be validated. Electric actuatordampingand stiffnesscharacteristics will be determined.The fidelity of electricactuatormodelsasdesigntools alsowill be validatedand improved. Future more-electric-aircraft designswill benefitfrom this information. The EHA and EMA actuators are scheduled for SRA flight test in 1993.
Fiber-Optic Control System
Integration Program
The FOCSI program, originated at Lewis Research Center, is a NASA-DOD sponsored program.
The purpose is to explore the advantages of using fiber-optic sensors and cables for gathering and transmitting airframe and engine information to control systems and pilots. Table 3 lists the fiber-optic sensors and techniques associated with the airframe parameters. Table 4 lists the engine-related sensors. Figure  13 shows the Rosemount (Rosemount Inc., Burnsville, Minnesota) total temperature sensor (left) and the leading edge flap rotary position sensor (right) to be flight-tested. Figure  14 shows the airframe sensors and electro-optic chassis position on the SRA. Figure  15 shows the engine-mounted sensors and electro-optic architecture position on the SRA engine. The heart of the airframe sensors is the EOA (fig. 16) After initial flight tests with the military-qualified computer, however, the RT-FADS will be interfaced to the ARTS, which was discussed earlier in this paper. The ARTS will increase computational power and provide greater potential for system algorithm enhancements. Figure 17 presents the proposed RT-FADS architecture, using the ARTS system on the SRA. Serial data from flush mounted sensors will be acquired by the IOP and processed. Outputs will be inserted into the SRA telemetry stream for transmission to ground-based monitoring stations.
The RT-FADSprocessed data also will be recorded on board using the mass storage device.
Flight test objectives include assessing the suitability of the RT-FADS system as a feedback sensor in a high-gain flight control system. This will require demonstration of the end-to-end system robustness, reliability, frequency response, and measurement accuracy over a wide range of flight conditions. Sensor fusion techniques to blend RT-FADS data and inertial data for system fidelity and accuracy enhancement 24 also will be tested. This effort will use the SRA's inertial navigation system parameters. The initial RT-FADS system is scheduled for flight test in January 1993 with the ARTS integration being flight-tested in June 1993. 
RT-FADS
